INTRODUCTION
The development of all-aspect and "fire and forget" weapons has increased the complexity of the air-to-air combat environment. Modern sensors provide critical tactical information to the aircraft a range and precision that were impossible 20 years ago. This increased complexity, combined with the expanded capabilities of high performance aircraft, has changed the future of air combat engagements. The need for a modern, realistic air combat simulation that can be used to evaluate the current and future air combat environment has been well documented [Burgin 1975 [Burgin , 1986 [Burgin , 1988 Hankins 1979] . Existing tools such as the Adaptive Maneuvering Logic program (AML) [Burgin 1975 [Burgin , 1986 [Burgin , 1988 , TAC Brawler [Kerchner 1985 ], and AASPEM have generally centered their efforts on the development and refinement of high-fidelity aircraft dynamics modeling techniques and not on the development and refinement of tactical decision generation logic for WVR engagements. In support of the study of superagile aircraft at Langley Research Center (LaRC) a Tactical Guidance Research and Evaluation System (TGRES, pronounced "tigress") is being developed [Goodrich 1989 ].
Figure 1. TGRES SYSTEM.

TGRES DESCRIPTION
The TGRES system, shown in figure 1, provides a means by which researchers can develop and evaluate, in a tactically significant environment, various systems for high performance aircraft. While TGRES is aimed specifically at the development and evaluation of maneuvering strategies and advanced guidance/control systems for superagile aircraft, TGRES's modularity will make it easily adaptable to the analysis of other types of aircraft systems. TGRES is composed of three main elements--the TDG, the Tactical Maneuver Simulator (TMS) , and the DMS.
The TDG is a knowledge-based guidance system designed to provide insight into the tactical benefits and costs of enhanced aircraft controllability and maneuverability throughout an expanded flight envelope (i.e. superagility). The two remaining elements of TGRES, the TMS and the DMS, provide simulation environments in which the TDG is exercised. The TMS simulation environment was developed using conventional computer languages on a VAXStation 3200. The TDG was developed on a Symbolics 3650 workstation. The separation of the aircraft simulation and decision logic components allows each module to be developed using hardware and programming techniques specifically designed for its function.
This separation of tasks also increases the efficiency of the simulation by allowing some parallel processing. The two processes are executed as co-tasks and communicate via an The user interface system consists of a color graphics package designed to replay both TMS and DMS engagements, and a mouse sensitive representation of the TDG aircraft and its basic systems that allows the user to interact with the TDG aircraft during the execution of TMS runs. The Engagement Replay System (ERS) software is available for a VAX color workstation and a Symbolics color workstation. The ERS display, shown in figure 3 , displays the two aircraft on a three-dimensional axis and has dedicated windows used to display several aircraft variables including the thrust, Mach number, and deviation angles of the two aircraft. The viewing angle for each engagement can be rotated 360°a round both the X and Z axis to provide the most information to the user. The interactive TMS display includes a graphical representation of the TDG aircraft's major systems such as engines, offensive and defensive systems, and a system status display. During the simulation run the user can enable and/or disable the aircraft's systems using the mouse sensitive display and evaluate how the changes effect the TDG's decision generation process.
Figure 3. ERS DISPLAY.
The final element of TGRES is the Differential Maneuvering Simulator. The DMS consists of two 40' diameter domes located at Langley. The facility is intended for the real-time simulation of engagements between piloted aircraft. By using the TDG to drive one of the airplanes, it is possible to test the TDG against a human opponent. This feature allows the guidance logic to be evaluated against an unpredictable and adaptive opponent. A third dome (20' in diameter) is being added to the DMS facility. This addition will allow the guidance logic to be evaluated in one-versus-two or two-versus-one scenarios, further enhancing the tactical capability of the DMS environment.
THE AML PROGRAM
The TDG is being developed as a KBS incorporating some of the features first outlined in the AML program [Burgin 1975 , Hankins 1979 ]. The AML program was selected as a baseline for several reasons, including its past performance as a real-time WVR tactical adversary in the Langley DMS and the modular design of the FORTRAN source code. The tactical decision generation method developed for the original AML program, outlined in figure   4 , is a unique approach that attempts to model the goal-seeking behavior of a pilot by mapping the physical situation between the two aircraft into a finite, abstract situation space. A set of the three basic control variables (bank angle, load factor, and thrust) can be determined to maximize some performance index in the situation space [Burgin 76 ]. Each triplet of control variables defines an "elemental maneuver," and a sequence of these elemental maneuvers may form classical or "text book" air combat maneuvers. Although the logic and geometry used by AML to make tactical decisions is complex, the basic concepts it uses are simple. At each decision interval, the "attacking" aircraft predicts the future position and velocity of its opponent using a curve-fitting algorithm and past known positions of the opponent. The attacker then uses a set of elemental maneuvers (described above) to predict a set of positions that it can reach from its current state.
The AML program forms a "situation state vector" for each trial maneuver evaluated.
The vector is used to represent the responses to a set of questions about the current situation. This vector is multiplied by a "scoring weight" vector to form a scalar product that represents the situation space value for the current maneuver. A detailed description of the trial maneuver generation and scoring process and an explanation of how the scoring weights have evolved can be found in [Burgin 1988 ]. The questions used to form the situation state vector were obtained from several sources including air combat maneuvering manuals, interviews with fighter pilots, and detailed analysis of the original DMS engagements. In the original version of AML, each question had a positive, non-zero weight. The questions were formulated so that a "YES" answer reflects a favorable condition, increasing the score for the maneuver. It is important to note that in the original AML research "no systematic investigation was made to optimize these weight factors; they were usually all set to one." The early AML versions [Burgin 1975; Hankins 1979 ] were designed to perform as a conservative opponent. The scoring rules rated offense and defense evenly and risked giving up some positional advantage to the opponent only when there was reasonable assurance the attacker would gain at least as much offsetting advantage. This conservative approach may be the product of a philosophy stated in [Burgin 1988 ], "The objective of the decision-making process is to derive maneuvers which will bring one's own weapons to bear on the target while at the same time minimizing exposure to the other side's weapons." This is a one-dimensional approach to the problem. It outlines a logic that handles only the neutral and aggressive cases effectively and does not recognize that there are several Modes of Operation (MO), outlined in figure 6 , that a pilot may use during an engagement. In many situations when the opponent has a distinct positional advantage, the AML aircraft will perform "kamikaze" maneuvers, giving up one or more clear shots to the opponent while it maneuvers to a position of "advantage." In these situations the AML aircraft would not survive to exploit the positional advantage, having been "killed" while obtaining it. The existing trial maneuver versions of AML do a good job of getting behind an opponent, but due to the grain of the trial maneuvers, lack the ability to fine-track the opponent.
Several changes were made to the AML program [Burgin 1988 ] to address this problem. The requirement that only the opponents positional data be passed to the algorithm was relaxed and "complete and accurate information about the the opponent's past and present states" is now provided. The 1986 version of the AML program, AML86 [Burgin 1988 ], also made several major changes to the tactical decision generation process, abandoning the trial maneuver concept for a rule-based approach and a set of canned "Basic Fighter Maneuvers." [Burgin 1988 ] contains an extensive history of the "trial maneuver" concept and a description of how the new rule-based version of the program, AML68, was developed. A "pointing" control system was also developed to aid the fine-tracking process. The pointing control system directly commands roll and pitch rates to point the aircraft's longitudinal axis at the opponent.
AML86 is a first step towards a multi-dimensional approach and is similar to the decision logic incorporated in the TDG.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TDG SYSTEM
The development of the TDG has been a multi-stage process using the COSMIC version of AML as a starting point. The COSMIC version of AML was updated by Dynamics Engineering Incorporated (DEI) while under contract to NASA Langley. This version of AML, (DEI-AML), has a scoring module that uses a set of 15 binary questions and a fixed set of weights to evaluate the trial maneuvers. DEI installed aerodynamic data and engine characteristics provided by the Aircraft Guidance and Controls Branch (AGCB) into the AML data tables and made all changes to the AML software outlined in [Burgin, 1986] . DEI-AML was tested by AGCB to insure symmetry of the engagements given symmetric initial conditions. During the testing process several software bugs were found and corrected. 
KBS MODULES OF THE TDG
The TDG system has a knowledge-based Situation Assessment (SA) module that is executed at each decision interval before the trial maneuvers are evaluated. The SA module is used to determine the TDG's current MO. The SA is executed at each interval, before the maneuver scoring module, and determines the TDG's MO. This determination is based on the TDG's current mission, the current state of the aircraft's systems, the relative geometry between the aircraft and its opponent, and the opponent's instantaneous-intent (*in-int*). Each of the modes shown in figure 6 has a unique set of scoring weights and a decision interval 
TDG TESTING PROCEDURES
The TDG is currently being tested in the laboratory and in the LaRC DMS using the The first metric is calculated every second and computes the total time that each airplane has its weapons locked on the opponent, the probability that the shot will hit, the distance between the opponents, the angle-off, and the deviation angle 
Figure 12. WEAPONS CONES.
These statistics are reviewed after each set of runs and the data are used to tune the mode specific scoring weights and test the completeness of the knowledge bases. When a "stable" software configuration is reached, the set of initial conditions is expanded to 320 by increasing and decreasing the initial separation between the airplanes. This stepwise refinement process provides the large sets of results required to achieve "global" system improvements across the total environment. A subset of the TDG system coded in FORTRAN, DMS-TDG, is currently being tested in the LaRC DMS. DMS-TDG contains a modified version of the SA module, a modified version of the TC module, and the original set of five to nine trial maneuvers. This reduced set of trial maneuvers is used ti insure real-time performance in the DMS. The SA and TC modules were modified to increase the efficiency of the FORTRAN version, but contain the same basic rules as the KBS version used by TDG. The development of DMS-TDG has made it possible to evaluate the TDG against human pilots in a realistic air combat environment. This capability has allowed experienced pilots to interact with the system and comment on its performance and suggest improvements. The pilots comments and suggestions are then incorporated in the lab version for testing and refinement before being included in the DMS version. To date, the TDG has outperformed AML«, both in the lab, ( fig. 13) , and in the DMS against test pilots. 
FUTURE WORK
Several enhancements to the existing TDG system are planned. The maneuver selection logic will be expanded to replace the use of the trial maneuvers for modes of operation where conventional guidance algorithms provide better performance. This change to the logic and selection module will improve the TDG's ability to track its opponent. Initial lab results have
shown that the development of mode-specific maneuver sets will increase system efficiency by reducing the number of maneuvers evaluated for some MO's. The development of logic for two-vs-one engagements is underway. The third aircraft will be dynamically allocated to either the TDG or the opponent at the start of each run. This feature will allow researchers to evaluate the TDG in both two-vs-one and one-vs-two engagements. A system for connecting the Symbolics workstation directly to the DMS real-time computing facilities is also being investigated. The development of such a link would allow the full TDG system to be tested in the DMS against human pilots.
The TGRES system presents an excellent opportunity to evaluate the use of AI programming techniques and knowledge-based systems in a real-time environment. It also clearly shows that the maneuver selection and scoring techniques developed in the late 1960's and early 1970's cannot perform well in the modern tactical environment and are not well suited for evaluating agile aircraft. Figure 16 shows many of the changes in the tactical and simulation environments since the original AML tactical decision generation logic was developed. The use of KBS and AI programming techniques in developing the TDG has allowed a complex tactical decision generation system to be developed that addresses the modern combat environment and agile aircraft in a clear and concise manner. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A KBS TDG is being developed to study WVR air combat engagements. The system incorporates modern airplane simulation techniques, sensors, and weapons systems. The system was developed using several concepts first outlined in the AML program originally developed for use in the LaRC DMS. An updated AML system is being used as a baseline to assess the functional and performance tradeoffs between a conventionally coded system and the AI-based system. Test results have shown that the AI-based TDG system has performed better than AML« in both the TMS and the DMS. The use of a KBS SA module and MO's allows the TDG to more accurately represent the complex decision making process carried out by a pilot.
The use of a more extensive set of trial maneuvers and a KBS TC module allows the TDG to fine track the opponent more effectively than AML«. The KBS decision generation logic has proved to be much easier to modify than the AML« FORTRAN source code. The ability to integrate the TDG into the DMS offers a unique opportunity to evaluate the performance of the AI-based TDG software in a real-time tactical environment against human pilots.
